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The historical discourse on the expansion of modern European sciences into regions
designated as the non-West generally originates in a variety of descriptions of the
“Voyages of Discovery”.1 The majority of these histories are rooted in a fundamental asymmetry since they tend either to ignore or underplay any comparison with
the processes of transmission of so-called modern science within Europe itself.2
Furthermore, these histories tend to be anchored in a historiography that projects
a nineteenth-century reconstruction of European history of science3 onto the nonWest in that they centre the conflict, first between “Western science” and religion,
and later between Western science and religions or in terms of the concomitant
dichotomies of reason and unreason, rationality and superstition, modernity and
tradition. Several components of this historiography have been interrogated over
the last three decades.4 However, the historiography of interest in this chapter is
the one founded on the conflict of science and religion, and whose original myth
resides in the “trial of Galileo”.5 One of the most recent interrogations appears
in Heilbron’s book entitled The Sun in the Church.6 In this brief essay I shall discuss one aspect of an emerging area referred to as Jesuit science.7 In particular,
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